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KCB Group cuts
to the Chase

T

he news that Chase Bank would
reopen this Wednesday under
the management of KCB and
that account holders would be
able to access up to $10,000
of their deposits, is first and foremost
a plain optimal outcome given the
circumstances. It’s an outcome that
is in the national interest (there were
a lot of account holders who had
been TKO’d (technical knock out) and
from Wednesday they will be back in
the game). The CEO of KCB (whom I
consider a friend) is a catalytic leader
who believes we are now in a catalytic
moment, having KCB play a catalytic
role, and might well be characterised as
the consolidator-in-chief.
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Varsity receives
scholarship is for 2
masters students

Zuma seeks tighter
trade ties with Iran

Rasik Kantaria, the executive director of
Prime Bank Charitable Trust Scholarship
Award hands a cheque for Sh795,000 to
acting Kenyatta University vice chancellor
Prof Paul Wainaina. The money is for
sponsoring two masters of economics
(finance) degree programme students at
the university.

Keroche
Breweries CEO
Tabitha Karanja
speaks to during
an interview
at her plant in
Naivasha on
March 2 last year
/FILE

Secondly, Kenya should be proud that
the solution is homegrown and being
led by an indigenous regional champion.
This is another important point. We have
been arch proponents of a pan-African
agenda and KCB fits neatly into that
agenda. “We were also impressed by
the indicated speed that they were
willing to move with in reopening this
bank, inspire confidence and even
provide liquidity to the depositors,” the
source told the East African. KCB has
shown it is agile and that it can move
with speed of thought and execution.
It represents a coming of age for the
bank. There are plenty of instances of
shareholder value destruction (and
unfortunately this might well prove the
case for shareholders at Chase), but
this is not the case at KCB. Recap said:
“It is important to highlight that KCB
has simply been appointed as manager
and none of its funds or capital will be
committed to Chase during this period.”

legal tussle

Keroche attacks
EABL court case

The brewer says EABL calls it ‘Adan Breweries Ltd’ in
a bid to close it in cahoots with some state organs

KCB is the price-setter for any future
transaction. KCB shareholders should
surely be cheering the chairman, Ngeny
Biwott, and the CEO, Joshua Oigara, at
the AGM later in the week.
United States secretary of the Treasury
Andrew Mellon during the Great
Depression advised his President
(Herbert Hoover) to “liquidate labour,
liquidate stocks, liquidate farmers,
liquidate real estate... it will purge the
rottenness out of the system. High costs
of living and high living will come down.
People will work harder, live a more
moral life. Values will be adjusted, and
enterprising people will pick up from less
competent people.”
Momentarily, and I think this was why
the inestimable Patrick Njoroge held his
Sunday presser not too long ago – we
were facing a whole-sale liquidation. We
remain in the moment of consolidation
but the Central Bank and KCB are
confirming they have the wit and
wherewithal to manage this process in
an orderly and effective manner.
Aly-Khan is an independent financial
analyst

REUTERS/South African President
Jacob Zuma arrived in Iran yesterday
to strengthen political, trade and
investment ties after crippling
international sanctions against the
Islamic Republic were lifted earlier this
year, his office said. South Africa is
hoping to exploit a market hungry for
investment as tens of billions of dollars
worth of Iranian assets will now be
unfrozen.
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EABL says there is a likelihood of confusion in the market
as some of Keroche’s products are sold in bottles which
belong to KBL. Keroche has, however, denied collecting
EABL’s bottles or using them to refill with its products.
It states the suit as filed is incompetent and an abuse of the
court process, and they shall apply to have it struck out.
“Endorsing of universal bottles with initials adds no value
in consumer identification of a product as identification is
achieved by the unique product label,” it says.
According to the court documents, Keroche uses universal
brown bottles which are conventionally used worldwide
by beer manufacturers. They are known in the market as
“Euro Bottles”.
Keroche argues the use and misuse of the Department of
Weights and Measures is clearly a well calculated misuse
of a state organ, to ostensibly deal with orchestrated
“infringement complaints” against the plaintiffs. The
brewer has previously sued Kenya Bureau of Standards,
the Kenya Revenue Authority, the National Police Service
and the Ministry of Interior and Co-ordination over failure
by the state to renew its excise licence for the financial
year 2015-16. It contested KRA’s demand for Sh1 billion in
tax arrears accrued over years.
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Keroche Breweries has accused giant
East African Breweries of working
with some state organs to lock it out
of the beer industry using code name
“Adan Breweries Limited”.
The code name, the brewer claims,
gained traction and momentum soon
after the Industrialisation Cabinet
secretary Adan Mohammed commissioned Keroche’s Sh5 billion plant in
March last year.
It was also during Adan’s time as
Barclays CEO that Keroche obtained a
Sh1 billion loan to fund its first plant
in financial year 2006-7, the lawyers
alleges in court papers.
In response to a suit filed by EABL,
Keroche says EABL has demonstrated
by “word and deed” that it is capable
of misusing its dominant position to
scuttle fair competition.
“It is a notorious fact that EABL engages in unfair trade practices both
historically and continuously,” says

Keroche. The brewer says the purported claim by EABL, Kenya Breweries
Ltd, Protection Logistics Ltd and the
Department of weights and measures
in the main suit that it violated an intellectual property in the brown bottles is a culmination of predetermined
unfair trade practices.
“EABL and the rest have in the past
not shied away from using their dominant position to stifle fair competition
and drive out competitors unfairly,”
reads part of the court documents.
“What EABL and the rest are doing is a
classic example of dominant industrial
player using regulatory state organs to
harass, intimidate and drive out competition under the guise of an intellectual property claim.”
It adds EABL and KBL are using the
Department of Weights and Measures
to achieve “their wicked scheme” of
shutting down Keroche. Keroche says
EABL is trying to repeat the same
scheme it applied on Castle Brewery
Kenya Ltd, which was then owned by
South African Breweries (now SABMiller) in 2002.
SAB exited the Kenyan market in
swap deal with EABL that saw the
latter also exit the Tanzanian market
where it operated under Kibo Breweries in Moshi.
Keroche has denied infringing on
EABL’s alleged trademark in any manner, and has demanded it provides
proof to substantiate its claims.
In March this year, EABL sued Keroche for alleged illegal diversion and
use of its bottles. EABL and Kenya
Breweries Ltd want an order stopping
Keroche Breweries from using or dealing with its ‘Summit Lager’ or Vienna
Ice products, allegedly bottled in bottles bearing the former’s trademark.

